
 Interpretations of the Idealist God are presented in Chapter 12 of Leslie Armour’s Idealist1

Revival (unpublished manuscript; Ottawa: Dominican College, 2002). Eight central ideas
are associated with the Absolute: these include forms of monism which express ideas of
God such as Eternal Consciousness (F.H. Bradley), the Infinite (G. Cantor), the Absolute
as logical completeness (J. Royce), and the fourth contains Ideas as ultimate reality (I.
Murdoch). The pluralistic interpretations include the dual subject theory (A.S. Pringle-
Pattison), the Absolute as community (J. Watson), and the radical pluralist view (J.
McTaggart).
 The three periods of Royce’s philosophy are as follows: (i) early Royce 1875-1890, (ii)2

middle period 1890-1906, (iii) and the later Royce 1906-1916.

SELF, GOD, AND IMMORTALITY IN JOSIAH ROYCE

David C. Bellusci

Introduction
In this paper I claim that Josiah Royce’s Idealism leads to a full expression of
the self through its eternal union with God, that is, in immortality.  Royce’s1

epistemology, metaphysics and ethics intersect, whereby the point of
convergence, truth, leads to God. The focus of Royce’s religious thought is
reflected in his early and middle periods where we find the necessity of the
Absolute articulated.  Royce reformulates the world-knower more forcefully as2

the world-consciousness by his middle period. The self also recognises its
purpose through a divine union, that is, the will of God. Death, which appears
as a sudden rupture of human purpose, is transformed in both eternity and in
God through perfect knowledge of one’s purpose and perfect knowledge of the
self; purposefulness and fullness of being are realised in immortality. My paper
is divided into four parts: in the first section I consider how Royce establishes
the relationship between knowledge and world consciousness; in the second
section I present the significance of scepticism in justifying the need for an
absolute truth; in section three the connection between the finite and the
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transcendent is considered; and finally in section four I focus on the immortality
of the self and its implications within the Roycean framework of thought.

1. Knowledge and World Consciousness 
Before examining Royce’s Idealist God, we should ask ourselves what do
Idealist views share if any commonality can be identified? As Armour states
“From Plato onwards they have all edged toward or explicitly held the doctrine
that what is ultimately real is an ‘idea’ capable of expression not just in the
world but as a world” (Armour 2002: 207). The question concerning God
emerges from the relationship between the real and our ideas, “whether or not
the ultimate real is a principle, a person, a society of persons, or an Absolute
which is not quite any of them” (p. 208). Royce confronts two fundamental
problems in philosophy, namely, one concerning God, and the other concerning
immortality, and tackles both these problems philosophically, engaging us in a
discourse that relies on reason. 

Royce develops a logical argument leading to God showing how knowledge
and scepticism require a theory of truth. By raising epistemological questions,
Royce establishes the necessity of an absolute knower. Some kind of
correspondence must exist between the reality of the outside world and our
ideas: human ideas are expected to connect to external events or things. The
external world presupposes a conception of reality which implies consciousness.
Berkeley’s solution to the knowledge of an external world suggests that objects
impressing ideas within us exist in the higher consciousness – an “Omnipotent
External Mind” (Royce 1885: 340).  Royce, however, de-emphasises Berkeley’s3

divine “impressions” in the person, and instead, focuses on the omniscient nature
of the world-knower; we are left with an external consciousness. While the
external consciousness may explain something, the question remains, what real
purpose does this consciousness serve? Royce asserts that the conformity of our
ideas to an external consciousness is truth, agreeing with Berkeley that no
substance exists independently of all mind. Yet, Royce does not share
Berkeley’s views that our experience of nature is founded “only in an arbitrary
divine intervention” (Roth 1971: 236).4

An example of a clock serves to illustrate the relationship between human
consciousness and an external consciousness. A clock appears as a series and
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finally a totality of sensation. Royce enquires whether the clock might have an
existence for some other being – not another person or an animal – but an
undefined consciousness (Royce 1885: 344ff.). The clock would represent
definite relations and sensible facts rather than human sensory experience. If a
clock that exists in an undefined hypothetical consciousness as the real clock,
then, Royce argues, when we close our eyes, and the clock ceases to exist, the
real clock still exists – a real clock that remains independent of human
consciousness. By analogy the hypothetical consciousness can be extended to
all facts of the universe of actual and possible sensation; the hour clock is made
up of a relation of facts that include both the world of objects and the world of
possibilities; external consciousness accounts for both fact and possibility (p.
345). While Royce agrees that external objects exist in a world consciousness,
he is not putting forward the thesis that conscious beings are emanations or
modes of existence of the world consciousness, nor that our consciousness is
determined by external objects. In the consciousness of the knowing One, the
relations of all actual and possible experiences are present.5

In our own consciousness, the relation a:b will correspond to the external fact
A:B; for the consciousness the relation A:B is nothing more than facts: the world-
consciousness contains all these facts. Truth, therefore, means that a relation a:b
corresponds to a relation A:B in world-consciousness. Illusion, for Royce, is seen
as the break-down between the individual consciousness and the world-
consciousness. We have no evidence that objects of our consciousness exist in
a hypothetical consciousness, but only that truth is relative to an absolute idea.
In this respect, Roycean Idealism resembles Berkeley’s Spirit as we find in the
“Principles of Human Knowledge” (Part 1), but with differences emerging,

If we follow the light of reason, we shall, from the constant uniform method of our
sensations, collect the goodness and wisdom of the Spirit who excites them in our
minds….To me, I say, it is evident that the being of a spirit infinitely wise, good, and
powerful is abundantly sufficient to explain all the appearances of nature. (I, 72)

Berkeley alludes to the Spirit as a source of sensations that occur in us, and from
whom not only these sensations derive, but the Spirit also accounts for how
nature appears to us.  While the sensations play a significant role for Berkeley6
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when the object is present, Royce does not go as far as Berkeley: whether the
object is present or absent, we cannot be sure if our idea of the object
corresponds to the object. The Spirit does not function as an epistemological 

source in Royce as we find in Berkeley. The world-consciousness looks at itself,
at its states which are all entirely autonomous; yet, the states are not associated
with anything affective or volitional: the distinction suggests that this
consciousness acts not as a “Creator, but as a Seer” (Royce 1885: 350). 

We need to move beyond human experience, and this is Royce’s first
postulate: understanding the material world goes beyond the consciousness of
the individual into the world of possibilities. The rational world includes the
world of possibilities expressed by a hypothetical world where their reality is
found: these possible experiences which fill gaps of actual experience lead to
Royce’s absolute experience. Our conception of a particular individual or a
particular book represents an object based on an existent reality. Royce
maintains in his idealist doctrine that “all the conceived possible experiences are
actual in a Consciousness.” (Royce 1885: 369-70).  The external consciousness7

leads to the doctrine of the Absolute which also accounts for the hypothetical
events of the possible world, thus, the Absolute constitutes an absolute reality
including the collection of possibilities.

2. From Scepticism to the Absolute
Can external thought be transformed into something religious, that is, from an
all-knowing and all-seeing consciousness to a religiously significant Spirit? By
presenting doubts we lose the foundation for any truth; with error being possible,
anywhere, certainty about the real world can no longer be reached, another
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possibility surfaces: we can be in error about the real world.  Royce posits a8

solution to relativism, namely, that of “error”: the ultimate truth is to be found
in a paradox – there is error – a judgement that does not agree with the object
(Kuklick 1972: 32). Error reassures us of the certainty of truth.

The implications of scepticism reveal that we have no certain truths; Royce,
then, proceeds from limited knowledge to the need for an Absolute.  Perfect9

knowledge is the external consciousness to which we are led in our efforts to
establish facts; error and imperfection presuppose the existence of truth, for
neither would be possible without truth.  Truth, however, also permits a shift10

from the epistemological to the metaphysical. While Royce’s metaphysical
argumentation remains inseparable from his epistemology, he also recognises the
Spirit needed to ascertain truth: to affirm, to deny, to doubt suggest that some
difference exists between what is true and what is error: we can make an
assertion about the external world that is true or false, but how do we validate
our claims? The sceptic questions: “how do you know or how can you be sure?"
Illusion is illustrated by the knights who appear to state falsehoods: the shield
under the sunlight appears as gold to one, while the shield away from the
sunlight reveals its colour as silver to the other. Each of the two knights should
be saying either: "I see the shield as gold" or "I see the shield as silver" (Royce
1885: 374). 

Royce gives the truth value of such assertions based on their subjectivity,
stating that “all statements appear to be a story of what goes on in our minds”
(Ibid.). If truth has a subjective foundation, the inevitable difficulty that arises
is whether true knowledge or absolute truth is possible. Thus, Royce considers
the implications of the subjectivity of human knowledge and the limits of our
sensory world. A proposition conforms to our notion of something in the real
world which may differ from someone else. In the end, however, such relativism
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is to be rejected on the grounds that we are led to contradictory claims
concerning truth and falsehood; if we affirm that we cannot have any absolute
truth, we are making an absolute affirmation. How is this aporia to be resolved
when the personal opinion of a person is seen as error and in another person as
truth? We can no longer even be sure as to whether we are doubting if all sense
of error is lost. "I am or I am not doubting?" Royce’s solution is a theory of truth
based on the doctrine that “the world is in and for a thought, an all-embracing,
all-knowing, universal, for which are all relations and all truth” (Royce 1885:
380). An explanation is provided through a relation: M:h is established where
the Model of all-embracing thought M in relation to the “poor” human thought
h: though there is no interaction between the thought of M and h, h is expected
to copy M. Given the limits of human knowledge, truth can only be affirmed
through an Absolute. The truth about things and relations as finite knowers is
relative to the infinite knower. Royce’s eternal is identified not so much with a
power, but a “thought for which exists all that is” (p. 336). The religious theory
Royce puts forward flows from this philosophical inquiry. Turning to St.
Augustine and before him Plato, Royce maintains that if truth exists, an infinite
thought also exists to which infinite truth is known (p. 437).

While truth in human consciousness may be relative, the very fact that we talk
about our experiences or talk about reality shows that we are in the domain of
conceptual objects – Royce refers to these concepts as the “shadowy Platonic
ideas” (Royce 1897: 43). Do these ideas stand for anything at all? Royce
resolves the problem by introducing the absolute experience defined as “One,
all-inclusive, determined by nothing beyond itself, as assured by the complete
fulfilment of its own ideas concerning what it is” (Ibid.). The absolute
experience is related to our own experience “as a whole is related to its
fragments.” We are led to the Absolute through the fragmented experiences
because only in the Absolute do we find the totality of experience, comparable
to the finite knowledge we possess of the world. Both the metaphysical and the
epistemological intersect: these fragments of finite knowledge attain completion,
a united whole, in the Absolute. About a decade later, Royce will make the
following claim in a letter written to Agnes Boyle O’Reilly Hockling, dated
December 2, 1909:

No one of the finite beings is God, that is the whole and real God as God. Everyone
of them, however, in so far as he is rational and a worker, is an incarnation of God,
looking Godwards. (Clendenning, 1970: 537)

Royce makes the distinction in his letter between a person who is not God due
to the finite nature of the individual, and a person who is God-like, regarded as
a divine “incarnation,” because the individual is a thinker. Royce reaffirms his
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earlier metaphysical discourse that the divine in humans is identified with
thought and action, constituting our divine being.

3. The Finite and Transcendence
Royce employs a definition of the Absolute as thought that “beholds the
fulfilment of its own thinking, and views the determined character of its living
experience as identified with its unmixed conceptions” (Royce 1897: 45).  This
thought is “eternal, all-embracing and one” (Ibid.). In the Religious Aspect of
Philosophy, Royce expresses the nature of the Infinite: 

Thou All-Knowing One seest us, what we are, and how we strive. Thou
knowest our frame, and rememberest that we are dust. In thy perfection is
our idea. (1885: 439)

The Infinite is addressed as in meditative reflection: a God who sees and
remembers, but the primary attribute Royce gives to the Absolute is knowledge.
A contrast is drawn between God who in perfection knows and remembers,
while the human being made of dust, “strives”: the struggle of human life
expresses the finite nature of the person, both as knower and as one who acts.
Royce leads to the claim that the “progressive realisation by men of the eternal
life of the Infinite Spirit” is the most sublime human activity (p. 441). In other
words, we ought to abandon ourselves in the divine life. Thus, his metaphysics
achieves its apex in a mystical philosophy: the objective is a unity between the
individual and the Absolute. 
   Royce expresses the relationship between humans and the Divine, through
“copies” of the eternal:

As we shall then turn from such a contemplation once again as we do now, to look
with fresher courage at this boundless, tossing sea of human life about us. This is not
itself the Divine, but over it all God’s winds are blowing. And to our eyes it is
boundless. Let us go down into this great sea and toil, fearing no storm, but seeking
to find there treasures that shall be copies, however faint, of that which is Eternal.
(p. 473)

The sea symbolises human life and provides us with indirect glimpses of the
Divine. This quest requires our own effort: through “toil” will we find the
reflection of the eternal. A copy by definition is not the real thing, but bears a
relationship with the real by means of an absolute truth.

The transition from the early Royce to the middle period is reflected in his
1897 work, The Conception of God. By examining human experience, the
individual as a social, communicative and interactive being whereby human life
begins by interacting with others, Royce points out that people turn to the
experience of other individuals as a point of reference to better understand their
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own experience (Royce 1897: 33).  An experience is considered as true when11

it is verified by other individuals – and what is possibly true for one individual
becomes truth when validated by others, suggesting, therefore, that humans
share the experiences of others.  The unity of experience, whether our12

experiences have coherent meaning, provides a key to the problem of
experience. Royce links the two: to ask if there is any absolutely organised
experience is the same as asking if there is any absolute reality. For Royce
reality and organised experiences designate co-relative terms. However, this
creates another metaphysical problem: if experience means merely possibility
then absolute reality does not exist. Moreover, if only our passing feelings exist,
then what more can we assert apart from these passing feelings? Can they be
verified by an actual experience somewhere in the rest of the world? The
epistemological problem extends to metaphysics: if experience is based on a
hypothetical assertion, that is on probability, then there is no truth; hence, the
finiteness of human experience has momentous implications for truth and the
reality of absolute truth. These pieces of experience suggest that human
experience in itself is fragmented pertaining to some larger whole of experience,
where every piece is connected (Royce 1901: 42ff.). This fragmentation is
discovered through the knowledge and experience of others who also help us put
these pieces together.
   Human finiteness remains present in the “struggle with evil.” Royce defines
“evil” in relation to the finite nature of humans, as well as the moral choices that
are made: “all finite life is a struggle with evil” (Roth 1971: 231). The human
confined by a limited nature is manifested by our suffering and for Royce
suffering is part of our struggle with evil. The will lacks full expression in our
present life of consciousness; a gap exists between that which we target, and that
which we actually achieve, in other words, the will involves “hit and miss.” The
will is limited not only in exercise, but also in the object of its desires because
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the will has limited scope; these factors do not contribute to evil, but they are the
very nature of suffering, and thereby evil.

Related to the problem of suffering is that of consciousness: how do we
retrieve our past achievements when the memory cannot access them? Such
limits are problematic because when memory fails we no longer possess our
past; in fact, we are separated from the past due to the narrow span of
consciousness (p. 241). But the “evil” of consciousness stems not only from our
deficiency in looking back in time, but also the limits imposed by future acts not
yet realised. The “no longer” and the “not yet,” therefore, express the
temporality associated with evil. Thus, our struggle with evil reflects our
struggle with consciousness. Royce does not present evil only as a failure to
make the right choice or to act rightly, but evil also expresses the utter failure of
consciousness as we project into the past and into the future, “My evil is the
result of this my highest present good” (p. 242). This claim defines the human
as finite, while as a spiritual being a transcendence is expressed: we have a
particular target as our aim, goodness, though our human limits obstruct the
target. Our limits become burdensome weight, but they do not prevent us from
having the eternal as our focus: finitude and transcendence go together.

Royce develops a  reassuring and optimistic ethics with the knowledge that
our sorrows are also God’s sorrows, and obtain their “purpose and meaning in
the divine life” (Ibid). A dichotomy is evident in his metaphysics between the
finite and infinite, the temporal and the eternal. God’s power surpasses limits of
human finiteness of the temporal order. A parallel between God and humans on
the basis of overcoming finitude in the temporal domain can be drawn through
“bitterness and tribulation” where we experience the limited structures of time.

In the relationship between the human will and the Absolute, Royce maintains
that,

As the Absolute is identically our whole Will expressed, our experience brought to
finality, our life individuated, so, on the other hand, we are the divine as it expresses
itself here and now; and no item of what we are is other than an occurrence within
the whole of the divine existence. (p. 243)

The passage shows the intimate union between the divine and human will, and
human existence is both finalised and individuated as an instantiation of divine
life. A relationship is established between human existence and divine
transcendence where we are not only connected to the divine by our nature but
we are expressions of the divine in the temporality of here and now.

Royce’s doctrine of the divine will has significant implications for human
ontology besides ethics. As a result of our union with God, the divine will is
expressed in us as our aim. The struggle connected by our limits in the temporal
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world leads us to suffer, and God suffers also (Ibid.). This aim is possessed in
the Absolute – God has already triumphed. And so our fulfilment is in the
knowledge that I can transcend my sorrows (Ibid.). Royce repeats this theme that
comfort does not stem from this life of the temporal realm, but rather, knowledge
of the eternal. Such knowledge helps us endure and overcome the finiteness of
temporality, “our temporal life is the expression of the eternal triumph” (Ibid.).
   By examining the problems, “what do I know?“ and “what should I do?” the
epistemic and ethical intersect: the relationship between the individual and the
Absolute is understood in terms of the will. The “good” is not achieved for
oneself or for one’s friends but because it is good in itself,” and is the “world of
life” (Roth 1971: 214), “To serve the Universal Will is the good of moral life”
(Jarvis 1975: 5).  Royce’s moral theory reflects the tension between the human13

moral aim and the failure of its achievement. In the world of ends, rather than the
world of facts, Royce finds his “universal harmony of wills” – Royce’s objective
idealism. Scepticism resurfaces in Royce’s ethics which finds its solution
through a universal. How do we move from the individual to God in his ethics?
Through human finitude: the person realises the limits of the will and discovers
that its achievement is only through the universal will. The relationship between
the self, the Absolute, and the will, intersecting at “truth,” is illustrated in the
following diagram:
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4. The Immortalised “Self”
Finite individuality is expressed in the final section of the of the World and the
Individual (Second Series): “the individual self may recognise that in God it
finds its own fulfilment” (p. 452). God’s presence in the world is not only in
terms of thought, but also in terms of will. However, absolute truth is not merely
thought, but also all good. We never reach the ultimate end which is universal
harmony, and that is because we are finite beings (Kuklick 1972: 65). Our error
in knowledge analogously parallels our finite nature, where both find their
perfection in an all-knowing and all-good universal truth. The relations in the
reasoning individual, the anomalies, are included in the universal thought which
perfectly knows the object, even though they may be incomplete in the rational
human as we have seen with the knights. Royce also asserts that, moral concepts
containing gaps are “eternally known by this All-Embracing Thought.” Moral
conceptions have their objective point of reference in this universal thought;
moreover, virtue is known by the infinite thought of the universe: the universal
consciousness knows and sees all actions as the Absolute – the Absolute
possesses all truth. 

According to Royce the human self expresses: (i) a totality of facts, that which
is immediately present in corporeal, observable or descriptive terms; (ii) the self
of the inner life or states of consciousness such as feelings, memories, which are
recognised as belonging to the self, and where purpose and choice are both
present; and (iii) a psychological principle where the self is distinguished from
the non-self with a social origin, as well as the contrasts with the present and
past self (1901: 258). Royce adds that “its individualness, in case of any human
being, implies the essential uniqueness of this life” (p. 269). A key element to
Royce’s self as individual requires some purpose which reflects its own finitude:
humans express their uniqueness through deeds and ideals (Mahowald 1972:
103). The divine will is expressed in the will of the individual; God’s will is the
fulfilment of the individual’s expression of purpose (p. 330). 

The self is neither immediately accessible as subject of experience nor
through successive stages of experience (Cotton 1968: 18). In his treatment on
Royce in “The Self in Time” Cotton maintains that in Roycean metaphysics “we
have no direct experience of selfhood.” This view of the self reappears in the
World and the Individual:

In our present form of human consciousness, the true Self of any individual man is
not a datum, but an ideal…In the present life you never find out, in terms of any
direct experience what you are…Never in the present life we find the Self as a given
and realised fact. It is for us an idea. (1901: 287, 290)
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For Royce the main difficulty in identifying the self with subject of experience
is that a permanent identical being does not reflect the human experience of the
self; moreover, once the knowing self is objectified, it is no longer the knowing
self (Cotton 1968: 18). Within a temporal framework the prevailing question
concerns knowing the self in the past or in the future when we only have access
to the present moment: the self of the past and future is the non-self, and thus,
“how can selfhood be achieved out of momentary flashes of experience” (p.
24).  If we have no access to a past self or future self, any more than we have14

access to the self as thinker or as object, then what do we know about the self?
Through momentary instances of our existence Royce maintains we have
glimpses of the self (Mahowald 1972: 103).

Royce develops immortality in the final section of his paper, The Conception
of Immortality, while the focus of the discussion is the “individual.”  Royce15

points out that talking about the immortality of the individual serves no purpose
if we do not know what the “individual man” is: “in defining the Individual Man
we have indeed been defining his Immortality” (p. 14). We discover that what
makes “this” person and no other person is precisely the problem that remains
unresolved asserting that “my difference from all the rest of the world is, in a
sense, the deepest truth about me” showing that “difference” constitutes the
hallmark of uniqueness (p. 21). From this “mystery” Royce maintains that “it is
a form of Being that belongs to a far higher sphere than that of any merely
immediate experience” (p. 54). Royce reintroduces the prospect of a higher
being who surpasses our own knowledge; what is unique about the individual is
the transcendent quality that is known to God and not known by experience. The
self is a real individual but only known to God. We find the individual showing
a parallel metaphysical development with Royce’s theory of knowledge and the
will: in each case we have something unknown or unfulfilled due to our finite
nature in the temporal.  

Our finite state, therefore, means that our own individuality remains a
mystery, as something that is hidden, “our real world is behind the veil” (p. 62).
While the uniqueness of the individual remains hidden, as a real being the
individual expresses a purpose and through purpose the will is expressed in the
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complete all the services to God and our fellow men. To serve God is to create new
opportunities for service” (Royce 1901: 444). Hence, service to the eternal does not cease;
we find new opportunities in every new situation.

embodiment of the individual. Immortality, therefore, is not just treated in terms
of the metaphysical, but also with its ethical implications. The finite nature of
the human means that the will remains dissatisfied, but a satisfied will “has in
God’s whole life found its goal, and seeks no other” (p. 124).  Uniqueness of16

the individual can only be understood in terms of the divine life through which
we find unique expression of the divine will: through our union with God human
individuality is reached with purpose and true meaning (p. 144). 

We have seen that the nature of the Absolute places infinite knowledge in the
domain of the eternal, while the limits of human knowledge and the presence of
evil belong to the temporal order. Death marks an end to time and to unfulfilled
projects. Immortality, instead, belongs to the eternal, and that which human life
shares with God after death is eternal consciousness. For Royce immortality
does not extend to the consciousness of unfinished deeds, but how we see the
completion of those deeds. We share the divine mind: our consciousness
becomes united with the consciousness of God. Truth is no longer a copy of
truth, rather our eternal union with God allows us to see truth in its original –
as absolute. The sense of “purpose,” therefore, is expressed in immortality as the
consciousness of completion, and related to “purpose” is the notion of “ethical
selfhood:” the continuous accomplishment of deeds, followed by new ones
finding their final completion in God: “life as completion in God is a deathless
life” (p. 430).17

Royce asserts that between our fragmented knowledge and our dissatisfied
will that our being in the temporal order remains a mystery: who we are is never
fully known. Though we do not know fully who we are, God does know. Due
to our finite present consciousness, our will is imperfectly expressed, but sharing
the perfect will of God, human consciousness reveals what satisfies the human
will. Thus, the temporal order does not manifest our will, but united with God,
and in God, the human will is triumphant. In the eternal world, consciousness
acquires a consciousness of its own individuality, consciousness seeing itself as
“unique individual, at one with God‘s life, and fulfilling his will through the
self’s own unique share in that will” (pp. 434-35). To be an individual means the
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self is in union with God, and in the eternal world the self acquires a
consciousness different from the limits of temporal consciousness. We have seen
that “to be” means to fulfil a purpose; death fulfils a purpose when paradoxically
a life ceases to exist. Death appears to disrupt purpose; only after death does the
self know how its purpose was fulfilled. 

In the Roycean treatment of immortality we find that life finds its fulfilment
not in the temporal, but in the eternal. While death appears as a rupture, Royce’s
metaphysics express immortality as a continuity of an individual life (p. 441).
Life of the individual is further understood as obtaining a larger purpose after
death, while during life a lesser purpose is fulfilled. Death is a “disembodiment”
of life’s purpose; while transcendence means a life that is richer and more
conscious (Ibid.). Embodiment no longer serves any purpose in life; the body has
been abandoned. Death indicates that the bodied self as it had been known is
immortalised in a new disembodied self that understands the purpose of death.
As an evolution of the individual, the two selves, before and after death, reveal
the two stages present, where the new transcends the old. In God the larger
selfhood is fulfilled (p. 443). 

In the immortalised self Royce develops three central characteristics in his
“applied metaphysics.” First, we have seen that immortality is inseparable from
individuality; the individual remains unknown in both thought and experience
of the temporal order. Though purposefulness is fundamental to the individual,
the final fulfilment of purpose is only attained in union with God, and not in this
world. The second consideration that Royce presents is death itself. Death seems
to contradict the fulfilment of life’s purpose by the rupture from purpose caused
by death. However, in the eternal, life is seen as a continuity and therefore what
appears as incomplete purpose is known by God as fulfilment. Finally, the third
connection made with immortality concerns ethical tasks. Our service to God or
to others remains unfulfilled in this life, these deeds do not end, “a consistent
ethical ideal is thus insatiable in its demands for further expression” (Jarvis
1975:84). The implications of immortality within the Roycean epistemology,
metaphysics and ethics is that the individual is not fully realised until deeper
union with God is established after disembodiment and in the eternal.

Conclusion
My aim in this paper has been to show that in Royce’s philosophy the self attains
full knowledge of its individuality and of its purpose in immortality; thus, union
with God and life in the eternal represent the final realisation of the individual,
that is, after death. Immortality, however, cannot be understood without Royce’s
theory of knowledge. From the epistemological inquiry of ideas developing with
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our limited knowledge of our world, Royce advances to the metaphysical
problem of truth. The solution is resolved through the world-consciousness as
the eternal truth: the Absolute contains the perfection of knowledge in whom all
truth is contained. Thus, in our limited knowledge, whether this might be due to
scepticism or copies of truth, we find the totality of truth known to the Absolute.
Furthermore, though the human will is limited, in the Absolute the human will
attains its perfection. The finite human errs and suffers in the temporal realm; we
are even a mystery to ourselves. Through our union with the will of God,
immortality reveals the fulfilment of our life’s purpose, and immortality also
reveals to us who we are. To know our life’s purpose and to have knowledge of
the self – perfectly – is only possible in the eternal union with absolute truth. 
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